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TheCTEQ5 partondistributionsare deacribe&with emphasiscmthe changessinceCTEQ4. The mosteig-
nifkxmtchangeis in the quarkflavordependenceof the partondistributions.Ongoingstudiesof laqp+xperton
distributionssre&cussed. Lmninosity@&natesaregivenfix HERAinorderto improvethepresenttmcertaintiee
of the quarkdistributimmA discus&n of howto improvethe gluontmcertsintg& the M& is presented.

L CTEQ6

The gluon distributionis typically the most d&
cussed of the proton’s parton distributions, but
thelast twoyeus haveseen renewed interest in
the flavor dependenceof the quark distributions.
This is due to new Tevatronasymmetrydata from
the DreU-Yanp~ and also snore precise ra-
tiO data ffom the NMC experiment. These new
data were in disagreementt with the older PDFs
(which were based on lowr statistics data fhn
the sameprocewes), hence anew analysiskheled
CTEQ5 [I] was rec@red.

The most dramatic change from earlier PDFs
is in the ratio c@i, due to the ilxed-target Dtell-
Yau aeymme@ data fiorn E866 (see ref. [1] for
detaiis). Figure 1 shows this 2&ti0 WOK+ and af-
ter this data was included. The new data prefkrs
a turnmer in the ratio at larger z, which cmdd
not ban been predicted earlier. This is a superb
example of how, m many casee, the uncm%ahty
in parton distributions is dominated by the aa-
sumpti.- tmd parameterizationsgoing into the
fitS, aud not by experimentaluncertainties.

The second most significant change since the
CTEQ4 analysis is in the d/u ratio. Fkom
0.1 < z < 0.3 the W charge asymmetry data
from CDF (see ref. [1] for details) has shown
a clear need for a larger ratio, and the NMC
deuteron/hydrogen ratio data shows this trend
continues up to z = 0.65, as shown in figure 2.
Aa discussedin the next section, possible nuclear
eikcts in the deuteron would increase this ratio
even further for z >0.3.
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Figure 1. The ratio @ii is shown for CTEQ4M
and CTEQ5M.

2. Large-X

Four years have past since the CDF collabora-
tion dairned an excessof high pt jets compared to
“conventional” parton distribution sets. At that
time the emphasiswas on the uncertainty m the
largex glum distribution. This uncertainty has
not decreasedin the last four years, in fact it has
perhaps increased with the latest analyses fiwm
CTEQ and MRS. This is demonstratedin fig. 3.
This plot shows ratios of gluon distributions, at
Q=5 GeV on top and at Q=1OOGeV on bottom.
The denominator is alwaysthe CTEQ4M partmn
distributions. The solid lines are the result of a
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F~e 2. The ratio d/u is shown fix CTEQ4M
and CTEQ5M.

CTEQ gluon parameter scau, and are meaut to
raximateunc@tain@ band. Therepresentau app

other lines are the latest fits from CTEQ and
MRS. CTEQ5M is not shown but ia very close
t0CTEQ4M. 0nesee8that aUthe@mns agree
verywell below z< O.landat reasonableQval-
ues such as 100 GeV, while above z >0.1 more
work iaclearlyneedsd to reducethe uncertainties.

Inthe Iaattwo years the f-haa changed,
with the possibleuncertaintyof large-x quarkdis-
t~utions being reevaluated. The jet data itself
is mostly quark scattering, so a 5% change in
quark distributionacan mimic a 50threepossible
waysto mo@ the quarkdistributio~ 1) modi&
them dr~ticldiy near x=1 and then this change
willevoIve dawnwardtaknrezxasQ increases,
2) higher twist ef%cts, and 3) the d/u ratio at
large-x. In this brief report we will only discuss
the d/u ratio.

An 8U2dySiSof SLAC experiment E139 led to
the conclusion that the infhmous “EMC Ef&ct”
WMpresentin deuteriumas well. It would not be
toosurprising ifthiswere thecase, but thiaam-
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F-3. Theresulta ofagluon pmametascan
are shown, as ratioa with respect to CTEQ4M
@02M (solid be). These represent an uncer-
taintyband fbrthegluon attheaexand Qval-
ues. Also shownare the Iat@ gluon distributions
fiorn MRST. The updated CTEQ5M gluons are
very close to CTEQ4M and are not shown, while
the special increased gluon iit called CTEQ5HJ
is shown.

c.lusion dependa on au unprowm nuclear physics
model and numerous fitted parameters. There
fore we consider this yet another uncertainty at
largex to be evaluated. lb do this we relit the
parton distributionswith the full comections de-
rived horn E139. We ilnd we get equally good
fits with or without these corrections, but the
d/u ratio chxnges dramatically at kug~x. This
isahowninflg.4. The beetway toaettle this is-
sue ia with charged current data at HERA. How-
ever, it will take a considerable data set coming
fivm the upgraded machine to do this. A group
from ZEUS [3] estimates 250pb-1 per detector
is needed to get a 2c7separation between these
curves.
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F-4. The d/u ratio is shown fix CTEQ5M
and fm a special fit using deuteron nuclear cor-
rections.

3. Future Prospects

The uncertaintiesin largex quarks and gluons
needtobe reduced orelse physica inthia region
will be compromised for the Tevatron and LHC.
Jet data fim the ?kvat.ron, especidy the ex-
pected triply Merentii dijet measurements,will
provide strong cimtreintson Iarg+x partone but
will not be able to dis@@sh changeain quarks
or gluons. Therefore it is cruqial for HERA to
collect enough data to settle dl the issuesfor the
quarks,%.fterwhich the gluone can be determined
from jets or direct photons.
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